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for baritone and guitar 
I. Facial Blemishes 
II. Help! 
III.Frank Siddalls Soap 
IV. Camels Are Made for Men Who Think for Themselves 








duration: ca. 6 min.
 PERFORMANCE NOTES





= snap pizz.: pull the string vertically 




= spoken with approximate pitch: observe the specified inflection/contour and the 
general position within the vocal range
= upward inflection=tamb. tambour: thumb slap over sound hole (sounds like “slap bass”)































ɛ bet Open-mid front unrounded vowel 
ʌ but Open-mid back unrounded vowel 
ɘ about Mid central vowel
p put Voiceless bilabial stop
t tell Voiceless alveolar stop
l look Voiced alveolar lateral approximant
h have Voiceless glottal fricative
q qoph 
(Hebrew)
Voiceless uvular plosive (like a k 
farther back in the vocal tract)
ʔ  uh-oh Voiceless glottal stop (produced by 
obstructing airflow in the glottis)
 = synchronize between performers
BARITONE (CONT.)
(ext)IPA Specification Description




No release burst at the end of the stop; occlusion is held 
until the next phone 
GUITAR
= knock on body of guitar with midfinger knuckles
◌ ̚̚
◌ʼ




- The text should be spoken with a natural pace and cool and confident tone, like a radio ad. 
- Bold text in square brackets = whisper as fast as possible, loud enough to be heard by the 
audience but not strenuous 
- Synchronize with the guitar where indicated, but do not compromise the natural delivery 
of the text in order to do so.
= short fermata: without damping the note, pause until the voice begins a new sentence
=   lateral tremolo rub on muted strings with left hand: mimic the baritone’s fast 
whispering by moving the left hand (flat and touching all the strings) up and down the 
fretboard rapidly, producing faint squeaking noises
- Accidentals reset at barlines and new systems. 
- Synchronize with voice at dotted lines. Notes without dotted lines may be played in free 
rhythm. It is more important to synchronize with the voice where indicated than to play 
all the notes, so feel free to omit unsynchronized notes when necessary.
ii
 iii
Life, December 26, 1889 
 iv
The Iron Era, August 12, 1871
 v
New York Observer and Chronicle, January 24, 1889
 vi
The Cosmopolitan, September 1921
vii
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Subito 	=	184
Sid dalls Soap Frank Sid dalls Soap Frank
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